SMS TRACKING QUICK INSTRUCTIONS (recommended)
When using for the first time make sure the battery has
been fully charged overnight and the tracker is outdoors in
full view of satellites. If it has a satellite signal the blue light
will be flashing
Open the 4 screws with the screwdriver provided and install
the SIM card with the gold part facing down.
1) Turn the unit on outdoors using the Green button and
wait for 2 minutes to initialise.
2) Send text to tracker admin123456 087666666
Replace the number 087666666 with your own mobile phone number. This makes you the
tracker administrator to receive alerts.
3) Send text to tracker sleep123456 shock
This will place the tracker in sleep mode until tracker is moved to save battery.
4) Send text to tracker sos123456 087666666
Replace 087666666 with the number you want to have alerted when the Red SOS button is
pressed.
Ready to go !
Call the unit any time and you should hear a busy tone. You will then receive a text from the
tracker with :
Current date and time and speed in Km
Battery Remaining in %
Link that takes you to Google Maps and shows you the position of the tracker.
Other features:
Feature Name
Command
Example
Cancel Command
Shock Alarm
shock123456
noshock123456
Shock alarm alerts your phone with a text whenever the tracker moves (shaken)
Move Alarm (metres)
move123456 distance
move123456 200
nomove123456
Move Alarm alerts your phone with a text whenever the tracker moves from its original position by 200 metres in
the above example. This can be set to 100-5000 metres
Overspeed Alarm (km)
speed123456 max speed speed123456 120
nospeed123456
When the tracker goes over the specified speed (120 kmph in example above) the tracker will alert you with a
text. This can be set to any speed above 50kmph
Restore factory settings format
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